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Writing sample of essay on a given topic "Importance Of Value Based Education".

During the mid s, Norway had only a few people that were able to read and write, but most were illiterate.
They are: think positive, be compassionate and do no harm, discover inner peace, learning to live together,
respect human dignity, be your true self, developing critical thinking, resolve conflict non-violently, build
peace in the community and caring for the planet CBSE, p. Likewise, these five percepts are the norms of
human society which we should follow to keep peace and harmony because we are interdependent to others as
a social animal Bodhi,  According to him following are the seven spiritual laws for any success. So, the
mobilization of teachers can be one of the easiest ways of imparting values to the student through formal and
informal methods. Artha : Wealth and political values. I take an oath to refrain intoxicating Bodhi, , De Cea ,
Dahlke,  Buddhist publication Society. Need for value based education in the twenty first century. What they
lacked was edification. Prakash, Dr. Therefore, such morals and spiritual nature obtained from a value based
education system aids individuals in their social life because they are able to interact with one another well
ranging from the work place to their families and the external environment surrounded by friends. I did feel
bad for them, but I felt worse for that man. A Historical study of Pariyatti sikkha in Nepal. An analytical study
of process of learning in Theravada Buddhism. The significance of four Noble truths. Good relation between
teacher and students Value education plays a vital role to create a strong bonding between teacher and
students. In this regard, the curriculum and teachers play a pivotal role. Classroom instructions are becoming
so reutilized that children often consider school as a place to exercise competition rather than cooperative
learning. Bimali, P. It is a responsibility of each individual, as a creator of value, to work for gain in such a
way as to contribute to the welfare of both - himself and his society. Retrieved from scholarscommons wlu. I
take an oath to refrain from lying. As a result, there is no peace in minds. Therefore, education should aim at
making human life better not only through economic upliftment of individual but also through social, moral
and spiritual strengthening. Facebook 0. In conclusion, pariyatti is the first step of learning and understanding
the Buddhism in actual meaning. More importantly, the students can probe into and find the eternal solace in
Nature. Students should realize that character building is equally important as career building. The main aim
of education is to enlarge the perception of things around us. Evidently, it is important to know as to what
values are held by its school students. Values are important for making a decision. You may also be interested
in the following: value education essay How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Values education: A
handbook for teachers. Moksa : Liberation or true Self-realisation. Dhamma is against the conflict, war, and
killing of any living beings. Increase capacity to work independently. Besides integrating values in the
provided curricula, the value-based education can also be featured in the co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities. The threefold division of the Noble Eightfold path. It is a necessary component of holistic
citizenship education. Knowing how the education in Norway developed is a great way to get a sense of how
this phenomenon of personal investment relates to the benefits and disadvantages that society has had in this
particular time. As the Sangha is also preferred, where, monks and nuns are living together by accepting and
behaving as an equal entity. As the vidya in this saying, connotes very high meaning, spiritual meaning.


